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1. Introduction : 

We are a team composed by belgian players evolving on Counter-Strike: 

Source.  

We're looking for a structure that can accommodate us, supervise us and 

provide us technical and financial means that our desire to progress again 

and again requires. 

You seem to be an organization that can combine these characteristics, 

that's the reason we are contacting you today. 

You will find here a description of each player of the lineup, our goals 

and our expectations. 

 

 

 



2. General description : 

The line-up consists of 5 belgian players. 

3 members of the team, Arnaud ‘Supra’ Bernard, Geoffrey 'geoZz' Jans 

and Adrien ‘qDR’ Coppens have evolved together for several months in the 

Belgian line-up Sensys (who reached the EPS playoffs). 

Thibaut ‘hurix’ Pierre played during 6 months for frenetic, including one 

with qDR when sensys came to an end. 

At that time, Timothée 'xKrasH' Marchal was playing with belgeek which 

then joined myRevenge. 

The current line-up is young but composed by mates who played together 

in the past. All players are motivated and available to permit an effective 

preparation. We planned to make a bootcamp in a gamercenter of Brussels 

and also we planned to go at LANs. 

 

3. Individual description: 

 

geoZz is the leader-in-game of the team. Very effective with riffle, he 

knows how to play in difficult situations. He started early on CS:S with good 

Belgian players of the moment, which allowed him to gain experience, as well 

as the mutiple LAN-parties he attended.  

He was a member of Sensys. 

 

Geoffrey 'geoZz' Jans  

Age: 20 y.o. 

Function: Lead-in-game 

Esl profile: http://www.esl.eu/player/3867022/ 

http://www.esl.eu/player/3867022/


 

qDR is a calm and steady player, which ensures his frags in any situation 

while being particularly effective on his favorite maps. 

He has acquired some experience thanks to his participation in many 

events, ladders, cups including the qualification cup for the ESL Major 

Series, the EPS playoffs and various LAN-parties and also to his former 

teammates, some of which evolved as national players. 

 

 

Supra is a versatile player, capable of doing improbable actions either 

with an automatic weapon, a pistol or a sniper. He is a sedate player that 

particularly appreciate taking lines and wait for his opponent. In LAN-

parties, He encourages his teammates like nobody except himself is able to 

do, sometimes destabilizing the enemy. He took part in 6 LAN-parties in 

2010 and already 4 LAN-parties in 2011. 

He was a member of Sensys. 

 

Adrien ‘qDR’ Coppens 

Age: 19 y.o. 

Function: Player, "Communication manager" 

Esl profile: http://www.esl.eu/fr/player/3337352/ 

 

Arnaud ‘Supra’ Bernard 

Age: 21 y.o. 

Function: Sniper 

Esl profile: http://www.esl.eu/fr/player/3886386/ 



 

Hurix ensures his frags and does his job. His enormous desire to win 

motivates the team at any time. Armed with a M4 or an AK-47, he is almost 

unstoppable thanks to his motivation. Always listening to his teammates, he 

strictly applies the instructions of the lead-in-game. He has acquired some 

experience thanks to his participation in the qualification cup for ESL Major 

Series. 

 

 

 

xKrasH is a former myRevenge player, he acquired some experience with 

that team as they attented some lans reaching at least a top3, holding the 

1st place of the Benelux EAS during more than one month before splitting.  

He is a talented player able to unlock the situation making the open frags. 

 

 

 

Thibaut ‘hurix’ Pierre 

Age : 18 y.o. 

Function : Player 

Esl profile : http://www.esl.eu/fr/player/3673539/ 

 

Timothée 'xKrasH' Marchal 

Age : 19 y.o. 

Function : Player 

Esl profile : http://www.esl.eu/fr/player/3433560/ 

 

http://www.esl.eu/fr/player/3673539/
http://www.esl.eu/fr/player/5079122/


4. Our goals: 

 

Online: 

For the beginning of the EAS season, we will just try to reach the EAS 

1st division. 

Other competitions like cups are for us a way to practice.  

 

Offline: 

By now, we would like to take part in several LAN-parties in Belgium and 

in the North of France but, in the future, after preparation, we will deal 

with bigger events. The advantage we have to prepare ourselves is the 

geographical proximity of the players, that allow us to make bootcamps if 

necessary. 

 

5. Our expectations: 

 

 A game server 

 A vocal server (Mumble or TeamSpeak 3) 

 A competent staff to manage us 

 The payment of ESL premium accounts which are necessary for our 

participation in EAS Division 1 

 The payment of registration fees for LAN-parties 

 A financial help to travel for long distances 

 T-shirts of your structure that we can wear in every offline event we 

take part in 

 

All our expectations are negotiable. 



If this file and, a fortiori, our team interest you or if you need more 

informations, please contact us : 

 

Steam: qdri1 or monstrenoir 

Email: qdrien@gmail.com or thibaut.pierre@hotmail.com 

 

Hoping to receive a response from you soon, 

Regards, 

Team syncro 

mailto:qdrien@gmail.com

